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Thanks for downloading a 3 CR podcast: 3 CR is an independent community radio station, 

based in Melbourne Australia; we need your financial support to keep going. Go to 

www.3cr.org.au for more information and to donate online. Now, stay tuned for your 3 CR 

podcast. 

 

Panoply panorama panpipe pansy aha pansexual: knowing no boundaries of sex or gender, 

sound interesting? Then join Sally on Sundays at noon for out of the pan. All those gender 

questions making you think too hard? Whether it's transgender bisexual polyamorous or beyond 

will throw those questions into the pan and cook up the answers for you. So go on push that 

gender envelope. Only on 3 CR 855 am digital and 3 CR dot org Dot au 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot org dot au 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally, first 

broadcasting known through one back to Australian Eastern Standard Time, down the eastern 

seaboard of this big island and of course the smaller one the second biggest, one to the south 

and many other Islands which is a very nice way to mention that 3 CR broadcast from the lands 

of the coolant Nations. The intersecting lands of Wurundjeri and Bunnerong and we pay 

respects to elders past, present and emerging, hello to any Aboriginal Torres Strait Islander and 

or First Nations people tuning in and we acknowledge that all the lands have been were stolen 

and never seated. And reconciliation is very much an ongoing process in which we all play a 

part. I'm Sally Goldner I use the pronoun. She her and welcome to listeners of all genders 

including but not limited to ladies and gentlemen, with this extra apt today becausecoz of course 

we've just passed trans day of visibility and the amazing International trans day of visibility 

reclaim the streets rally in the Centre of Melbourne / Nam on Friday evening, more on that in a 

second there's lots of ways to get in touch with the show you can email out of the pan 855 at 

gmail.com SMS six, one, four, five, six, seven, five 1215, tweet at Sal gold said so 

So and that's the bottom line. And look for posts on Facebook on my page Sally Goldner and 

out of the pan 3 CR 855 am Melbourne. Remember any opinions expressed on the show on my 

own? If you want to write to the station because some where communication genre diverse PO 

Box 1277 Collingwood 3066, there will be General content warning today because we need to 

discuss or have mention of transphobia and racism. 

 

And other issues including police, but it's more of a general discussion nature. But I will give the 

number for switchboard 1-800. 1845 27 and rainbow door. One eight hundred seven to nine 

three six seven because today we opened up with this as our city and it's our city for Trans. It's 

your city for allies and it's always it's our city now and forever because on Friday night, we had 

the amazing rally 

 



And I've decided to pretty much play for the five speeches in the time that I have for the show, 

will give the priority. I think, is reasonable to the trans and gender diverse people who spoke. 

And I just think I want to spread the energy because it's been a well, a poo of a two weeks, you 

may feel in your own word at home and it hasn't been easy. So, we had to get our city back. 

Thank you skyhooks from an album called the latest and greatest, 

 

Released in 1990 and that was one of the earlier ones, and we got it back and it was amazing, 

despite rain because it is Melbourne, despite a very big crowd at a football match, the welcomes 

and these are all good. Things Melbourne, International, Comedy Festival. The flower show, the 

well, depending on your Viewpoint, the Grand Prix, or someone once called it, the Grand Prix. 

 

Yeah, I'm picking up in any way, not my thing. But look look, good luck to all those. Some 

people who want it. And for that matter, of course, there are people who like Motorsport, who 

are trans. So we shouldn't have say that. Let's be respectful. Alright, I apologize. But there were 

lots, it was lots of things. What were happening, people who couldn't make it for whatever 

reason. And the crowd estimate, I was putting it around a certainly feel for bigger than a lot of 

queer rallies. I've been to possibly the biggest I've been to ever on Melbourne. 

 

/ Nam and estimates putting it around four thousand four to five thousand is the general 

consensus of those who were there and observing it was absolutely amazing. So, I've decided 

to play the for speeches from trans people today, not in the chronological order, they happened, 

which I'll talk about more towards the end of the program, but let's not waste any time. Let's hit 

the button and the first speech is from one of our communities, amazing contributors 

 

Who am I or Melo Meto who just does so much work and sort of spoke so brilliantly. So, let's 

hear from her first on the rallies from trans day visibility reclaim the streets rally 

 

From the Pacific Ocean. My name is Amalia and I'm here to speak and give reference and my 

people first. My indigenous communities across the globe as well. 

 

I'm going to start off with three words. And just after after I say one two, three. If you can repeat 

after me, these words are protect protect protect one, two, three, four. I want you to protect 50 

girls, in our brother, boys. I want you to protect alpha, female. I want you to quit Tate all 

 

Trans siblings are non-binary, is denouncing the diverse Supply things. Well, want you to 

protect their more honey? You know, we look at today and we look at ways that celebrate and 

feel empowered at the Spirit moment, as a trans woman of color is a buffer. Pika trans woman 

of color. I feel like what I meant a mixed bag of emotions are running through my head after, 



 

What wait, what was just being true and coming into this week? It's been a mixed bag. You 

know, one feels happy. When feels angry one. Feels disappointed. And one just, you know, just 

feels a bit rattled. We look at the way that trans women of color are not sitting at the table, you 

only have to do, you only have to take a look around, where are they? And why are they 

 

Why I've been sitting on our tables way, I've been included in the conversations and that's also 

to my sister girls and brother boys, you know Community. If we talk about Community you need 

to include them in the community. They need to make them feel safe. You need to make him 

feel. Wanted that they are part of this come so called Community. It bothers me that are trans 

woman of color. Still sit in the back. 

 

We look, we only have to look across the globe and just, you know, the numbers, the numbers 

and statistics of trans woman of color of gender diverse identities. You know, the the numbers in 

terms of the murders and I'm going to say that without a trigger warning because I want you to 

feel how disempowering that is for us how disempowering there it is. 

 

Is 45 pavini in. Western Society to look at my sisters and siblings and non-binary across the 

globe. In still, they have been treated and are being murdered in high numbers. 

 

Shame. You know, we only have to look at here in Australia, where is the doctor of a unit of our 

trans siblings? You know, those that are incarcerated those that you know, there is there's been 

nothing said about them, but they happen, the murders to happen. I look at my good friend 

Maya put stereo who people cooked over a big fuss, a few years ago 

 

And still to this day, nothing's been done to elevate that pain that her family. Shame shame. We 

look at that out our time or our Asian continent. What's your name? Bruno Professor poisson. 

Excuse me at the mislabeled or got the name wrong where where was the justice for that? It 

 

If we let these wise white cisgender, men get away with a lot of these things that happened to 

our woman. That's not good enough. That's not good enough for us as Community. That's not 

that's for us that we should put go. Oh, you need to be sitting at our table or where the fuck are 

they? 

 

I feel emotions coming in today. I'm angry. Because, you know why? When we have no, we're 

not done. We haven't been accounted for and like, I fit the data. Where is it? Where's the data in 

regards to my trans siblings, being murdered in prisons, here? Hoping the stevedore? So where 

is it? Nothing. 



 

So I think we need to do a better job. I think we need to step it up. Step your pussy. Sup, guys. 

It's really great but don't just be a word we want you to stand for us. We want to like I said at the 

beginning of the take does, 

 

But taked Petit Petit. I don't want you to get that guy from your mind because like I said, my 

siblings are murdered and a constant, right? And some of them are not even accounted for. 

Yeah. Say, say, you know, the fact that we have to fight, or we have to try and get 

acknowledgement for a day, you know, we should be acknowledged. 

 

Hundred and sixty five days a year honey. Your best better believe it and there's the are not 

since they want to come for us please. We always existed. We are going to continue to exist 

and power whether you like it or not. 

 

It's make sure that we have everybody. And I'm saying, everybody at that table because I said, 

as I said, where's the statistics? There's nothing for trans women of color. There's nothing for 

our indigenous, Sister, Sister, girls, and brother, boys. I don't speak for a half of them. I'm just 

wondering, what are we doing? 

 

To help protect our siblings. 

 

So, like I started at the beginning of the end of my conversation, I'm going to end with those 

three words and I want you to stick your pussies and your cocks up. I want you to elevate the 

his words and amplifier. Protect protect one, two three, thank you everybody. 

 

Amao Leota Lu You got it. And again yes language warnings, there were difficult themes and I 

greet you don't, we shouldn't have to give content warnings when we have to discuss these 

things because the last two weeks have shown enough is enough, and I think that, you know, 

you can be nice but you cannot and you can be assertive. But sometimes you've got a ramp up 

the assertiveness and gain a mayor you're an absolute Champion you do so much for 

 

Action or trans and gender diverse people. And I just want people to start reflecting putting into 

the back of their mind through the show, the themes that are coming up in some of these talks, 

let's have a little, this wonderful speeches from the trans day of visibility reclaim the streets rally. 

And before I forget, thank you so much to Austin from the Victorian Pride, Lobby for organizing. 

I am sure there were hiccups and moments and all that sort of thing. And maybe there are 

things that I perhaps 

 



Mr. Unconscious bias, but it seemed pretty good to me. Welcome your thoughts on it if you 

want. The means of communication. Once again out of the pan 855 at gmail SMS 6, 1 4, 5, 6, 7 

5 12, 15 and tweet at sell gold said, so and we've got a message coming in, but I'm just going to 

have some quick music Kaylee and we'll come back and we'll have a, have another speech 

from inches importantly. 

 

And Aboriginal woman 3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand out 

of the pan with Sally first broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon. 

 

Have you experienced or seen racism? Against black followers report racism, against First 

Nations people with call it out and online? Register to expose racism? Stand up. Be heard call it 

out. Go to call it. Out.com, Dante, you a 3 CR support. 

 

This is Jacob from Friday Ray. If the weeks politics are left, you wondering whether it's you or 

the rest of the planet. That's gone completely and utterly Bonkers. Join us at 5 o'clock each and 

every Friday for Friday, Rave here, on 3 CR, where we'll do our best to reassure you that it is 

actually you and us the Friday. Rave bringing the 5:00 drinks debrief to you here on community 

radio 3 CR. 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot a. You 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 

first broadcasting noon through one every Sunday afternoon. Thanks for your company. Now, 

back to Australian Eastern Standard time after the end of daylight savings, we prior to the 

messages, what you heard from the Sparkles. And we're all going to Sparkle tonight. Because 

we do we are and all that sort of thing and trans people and allies. 

 

In my opinion, sparkled hugely at the trans day of visibility rally on Friday night, Friday evening, 

in Melbourne, / Nam, and we just heard from an amazing trans woman of color. I'm a Leo to Lou 

and we had some met, got some messages in from awesome. Listen to Kailyn. Remember all 3, 

CR, listeners are awesome, listeners, not regular listeners, thank you. 

 

Supporting our community station giving you Grassroots News and Views and Kayleen makes 

this a really good point linking into what a Mayo said and then linking into our next speaker 

asked what happens to the inquiry into missing indigenous women last year and that is a good 

question. There's an article Caitlyn's referenced from the conversation on this as well which I'll 

have a look at while we listen to our next speech. Appropriately from a wonderful 

 

Aboriginal woman, Laura McClean, who is involved in the union movement, black greens, and 

others, and spoke beautifully. Let's now have a listen to, to, to her. And if I can get my 



technology doing the right thing, which is always the challenge of live radio, people of all 

genders. Let's see if we've got it. Now, here is Lora McLean. Speaking at the trans day of 

visibility rally 

 

And with that in mind I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of this land for a renter, 

a people of the mighty, Colin Nations just like us and their land was stolen and never seated. I'd 

like to pay my respects to their Elders past and present. 

 

Always was and always will be Aboriginal land. 

 

I thought it might be really fun to start with the chance and I'm sure most of you probably 

already know this one, but when I say that trans rights are under attack, what do we do? When 

we go? We already known but I think that wasn't quite loud enough when trans rights are under 

attack. What do we do? 

 

That's it now that I'm used to it. 

 

I wanted to take this opportunity today to talk about transphobia specifically and talk about the 

disgusting vile racist, bullshit nonsense, that we saw last week, I want to make it very clear that 

transphobia is part of the white Colonial capitalist project. Make no mistake about that. It is not 

inherent and is being created. 

 

By the same Colonial and capitalist power structures. That thing to subjugate every one of us 

racism, sexism, transphobia homophobia ableism classism are part of the colonial project. 

 

The display. We saw last week with me, or not, see, standing on the steps of parliament, free to 

seek pale and marching alongside with. And in support of terms, it's no coincidence. And it's no 

coincidence that the Nazis were there that day in support of turf, spreading their hateful ideology 

while they invoke the great room. 

 

Placement Theory 2.0, these two groups are cut from the same cloth, the cloth of white 

supremacy. Transphobia is part of the colonial project went as have the audacity to appropriate 

terminology from the black power and sovereignty movements terminology such as colonizing 

women's bodies. They are engaging in colonialism and they are engaging in white supremacy 

and it's important that we understand. 

 

There are many incredible activists do very well fast on this subject, please grow up. Find them. 

Listen to them, read their works and understand PLS link. So we can find this disgusting 



movement together. Speaking of tough, I feel it is important to correct the record when it comes 

to the validity of their feminism. I think it can be very easy. 

 

For us as progressives is feminist. Is trade unionists. And radicals to dismiss trust, it's not real 

feminist. I have been guilty of this myself when speaking at a cheat, or rally exactly four years 

ago. But we have to ask ourselves. He does just missing their wings from the feminist 

movement serve. The fact is that test the using feminist ideology and return to growth and 

movement the feminist movement in this country has a dock history and we need to 

acknowledge that. You know, it's such 

 

That the feminist movement in South Australia, was one of the first to win the vote for women 

but which women specifically at was white middle-class women at once, an Aboriginal women 

and wasn't women of color. It wasn't mine grown women. So we need to take ownership of that. 

 

The women back then, subscribe to the idea of the white Australian policy. And when we look at 

the feminist peddling transphobia today, it is no different. They are majority white middle-class 

women, who will align themselves with white supremacist to achieve their hateful goals. We 

need to acknowledge this segment within the feminist movement, we need to as progressives, 

take accountability for calling it out and take direct measures to address. It head-on the same 

way that we has progressed. 

 

His address racism and white supremacy head on because Turf ideology is the same thing. 

Once again, I will reiterate the transphobia is part of the colonial project. 

 

I wanted to talk about disabilities, the transplant and since that is the theme of today trans 

visibility, I think visibility is important, but for many of us in the trans Community visibility is also 

not optional. We're visible. Whether we want to be or not and it often puts our lives in danger. I 

fear that, our broader Progressive Movement, see trans people's role as to be seen but not to 

be heard what good is visibility for not listen to you. 

 

I honestly had some trouble writing this speech for today because I have felt very frustrated. I 

was frustrated that many trans activists myself. Included have been trying to warn the 

Progressive Movement of the real threat that test pose and their links white supremacy for years 

ago, I spoke about this to a much smaller audience and I'm so glad to see that there's a huge 

audience today. 

 



But I also don't think it should have had to have waited until we had not seen feet hailing next, 

two, terms on the steps of parliament for our voices and warnings about this issue to be taken 

seriously. 

 

I don't want to dwell in the past, I want us to be able to move forward in solidarity, and I have 

some laughs for all of the trans allies and all of our comrades out there. There's some things 

that we can do to address the address, the Insidious paid ideology and those things are to listen 

to us and amplify our Trends voices to become familiar with the dog. Whistles, test used an 

early warning signs of people being radicalized by 

 

By them and when we see it: the fuck out like you would anything else finally I think we all have 

a responsibility to educate others. Not everyone knows the trans person and that's okay 

because we have a small community but we need to refer people to trans creators writers 

academics activists. This keeps out there and they have content online where they talked about 

these issues. 

 

We need to understand these movements so that we can work together to build a better world 

free from hatred to all of my Trends brothers, sisters and siblings. I wish you all a very safe and 

happy and loving trans day invisibility field. 

 

Friendship. 

 

I finish. I think we could just have one more little chance but I say no not these. We say never 

again, no Nazi Nazi you come right in. 

 

3 CR. I thought, father him three seeded, 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot, IU 3, CR and demand. 

Thank you so much Laura McClain for your perspectives. Just bang on again. This is intense 

that this is real and that's what I'm really wanting to get across on the radio today. Hope you're 

beginning to pick up on the themes that are coming through. That are two speakers thus far 

have put across going to have some quick music now, which I think speaks well from 

 

Pink Williams. Queer country artist. Now, why would I be playing that on this show? He is a 

track of his new one. I don't think I like this world. We live in. Well it's some of it isn't good but 

we can do things about it. Let's have a listen to Pink on 3 CR 855 am. 

 

 

 



3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org, dot Tau 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally, 

first broadcasting known through one back to Australian Eastern Standard Time, every Sunday 

afternoon, pink Williams and you can get that on bandcamp. I don't think I like this world. We 

live in. Well there's some pooey stuff about it as we've seen in the last two weeks but there's 

lots of good stuff. There are people supporting us, there are people doing all sorts of things first. 

Thank you to all the Allies who have supported me. 

 

Me want to give a thanks while. I remember before the show gets a bit packed towards the end, 

freedom of species did a wonderful show last week talking about a Hobart based animal rights 

Advocate who then talked about her trans child. And the Hobart will say Gathering where a 

certain UK tourist and that's all I'm going to call. Her was given a big heave-ho and of course a 

big thanks to our trans and gender diverse and type of patooie siblings across the pond in New 

Zealand. A Aurora who 

 

Has sent the certain terrorist well off with her tourist Visa or somewhere else, although, as 1 as 

K Lane and said she should never have been into the leading to the, this big island and 

anywhere in the first place, stay home, and there were so many, great Chance. Some of, which, 

I just can't quite repeat on the radio. There's a few videos on my Facebook timeline, which I've 

linked from SoundCloud my own Soundcloud account. 

 

Sung to the tune of a well-known 70s, Cricket theme, something about going home, Nazis, go 

home. Go home. Absolutely brilliant. When we got to Parliament House, I've just got to say it 

was packed. The whole steps, the spirk and spring streets intersection. Absolutely amazing. 

The biggest queer rally I've ever seen. So lots of allies doing great work. Thank you to the 

people of supported me, great sense of connection and boosting each other last week at the 

solidarity Sal. 

 

Opening a thanks to Nelly. Thomas Nelly. Did a show as part of the Melbourne International 

Comedy Festival, where there's lots of queer and queer friendly, comedy, and comedy spaces. 

Dear Nellie and anyone who identified as trans was given a free ticket and that's just brilliant. 

And really well done to Nelly for that piece of allyship, there's just been mountains of it. There 

really has been a sense there. And anyway, we've got another great speaker, someone who 

works very hard. 

 

For our communities who is part of them. And that's the fabulous job all who does so much as 

CEO of switchboard Victoria's Counseling Service as part of the queue life Network around the 

big island and surrounding smaller ones. And and I have a bit, his speech. Now, just queuing up 

as we do the technology all do. Let's hear from the fabulous Joe ball. CEO of 



 

Switchboard. God is Victoria. 

 

Auntie want to acknowledge that we are in a regional land and I don't want to seek permission 

to be on Aboriginal man land and acknowledge the were under a people in their Elders past and 

present. Recognize the sovereignty was never seated. So we do need permission and it always 

was and always will be Aboriginal land. 

 

I'm a feminist I love women's sport and I run a Family Violence service, and I'm also proudly a 

transman women's sport. My team is the Melbourne Bemis that's in Women's National 

Basketball League. Last year. The beam is ran a campaign to a 

 

Equal, pay and conditions in the WNBA. Oh, 

 

If you want to save women's sport, you gotta support these campaigns and fight for better, pay, 

and conditions for women in sport. If you want greater safety for women and girls in sport, you 

have to listen to what they have. Been telling everyone for a very long time because whether it's 

the inquiry into swimming Australia or gymnastics Australia, women athletes are telling us that 

they have been sexually assaulted. 

 

Altered by the cisgender and heterosexual male coaches. This, this is why women are unsafe in 

sports not but we have heard over the last Fortnight. We don't need to let women speak. They 

are yelling out and they are telling us about how we can protect this safety and the campaigns 

that we can get behind. 

 

Two sides that the threat is somewhere else is to ignore the voices of female athletes, who 

tragically, and dangerously it is to ignore survivors. I run a Family Violence service for lgbtiq, 

plus people through this work in the Family Violence sector. We know that the most dangerous 

place for a woman in this country is in her eye. 

 

Our own home to imply, otherwise to say that trans women are. The problem is a gross 

miscarriage of Justice. 

 

It takes the spotlight off the problem and it's scapegoats some of the most vulnerable women 

and gender diverse people in our country. If you want to keep women safe in this country, we 

need to come together and demand more funding for refuges more funding, the health services 

and more funding for their lives. 

 



Violence services and prevention. 

 

If you want to keep women safe, we have to keep trans women safe. 

 

To draw the lines. Artificial lines through the category of women is to pit women against each 

other. As a transgender man, the past week I have been called a pedophile. This labeling is 

something out, gay brothers know, all too well about from the 80s and 

 

The cold people pedophiles for just being who they are is deeply hurtful and the malicious 

misuse of this term is deeply offensive to survivors the rally awake ago. That we are quite 

literally washing away tonight. 

 

It's an affront to anyone. Who was a feminist to anyone who is Jewish. Who cares about 

women's sport? He wants to end Family Violence, and sexual assault who is a Survivor annuity 

and who is lgbtiq a plus. Whoo, 

 

As you all know today is transgender day of visibility, I want to thank everyone. Every person 

who came before me every trans person who came before me who was visible for me, your 

visibility made my life and my very body possible. 

 

This year, the state of trans people have been very visible. We've been visible as targets of 

hatred, so, we need our allies to be visible to. There is a Battleground across our bodies and we 

need you. 

 

To be our Shield trans people strong. We are resilient, but the foremost is against us are 

powerful, but they are the same forces against you, so maybe we can be each other's Shields. 

Thank you for coming tonight. 

 

I'll see you on the streets. 

 

3 CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3, CR dot org dot EU 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally, Joe 

ball. CEO of switchboard, proud, transman, and feminist as stated talking at the trans day of 

visibility rally to Jenny's message. Before we go to another sort of message and Jenny. Yeah. 

The Jenny mentions, there's a fundraiser organized last night by Denny to Door of it which I 

believe is the pronunciation. Who's amazing. 

 

Added the awesome Grace, tame, and Demi, Denny sorry is going to be on, Q&A on Monday, 

and it's good to see diverse representation in trance paces and yeah, the Aston election result. 



We've got a quickly mention that first government pickup of a federal seed in a by-election in 

100 years. And whilst all the, let's be fair. All the opinion polls show. Trans issues are not 

perhaps a vote changer. People are saying, why is this even being discussed at such a high 

political 

 

Level. So it could be will say an indirect effect that, you know, sort of people are perhaps turning 

off the Liberal Party amongst. Let's also be fair many. Many other reasons that go beyond the 

core purpose of this show. Got to give, thanks to other shows earlier. We had from a Friday 

Rave, which happens at 5:00 and the support of James on in your face, one of the five queer 

Focus shows on 3 CR. And before I forget, 

 

Things coming up tonight at 6:30 on ABC Compass. But of course, also on, I've you later on the 

story of our life Gail and Lisette, who had guessed it on the show about last October that hits 

your Airwaves and on Tuesday, the fabulous, Georgie Stone addresses, the national Press 

Club, you go girl, as they say, and also thinks there's but lots of queer comedy around in the 

Comedy Festival and give another plug to last week's guest, Lucy best, and Michelle d'costa, for 

their little cozy space. 

 

Then at UB queer not far from 3 CR headquarters down here. Come back with the last speech 

and Make Way for freedom of species. It's a pact Program in those Immortal words you're on 3 

CR 855 am 3 CR Digital 3 CR dot org dot EU 3 CR on demand out of the pan with Sally 3 CR 

Community radio is dedicated to exploring the issues that affect our future because I think it is 

something we just need to be talking about. 

 

855 am tune in and listen up. 

 

That's what we need to do on 3 CR and thanks for your company. Well, just to sum it up. 

Themes that emerged allyship, we need our allies to be there for us and we need to be led by 

trans people. The frustration was there the blunt direct No Nonsense talks that we've heard thus 

far, say it all. And there's one other issue there's been debate about a well, 

 

Another voice that perhaps drowned out some of the trans and gender diverse speakers. The 

issue of Nazism in police, and where the police should be trade at trades Hall, they are 

legitimate issues. And there is a reasonable argument to take the police Union out of trade tool, 

but to speak over trans woman of color. Talking about deeply personal, emotional things. No, 

that's not the time and place. And I'd ask for a little more consideration. Particularly at a teed off 

rally. Let's remember 

 



What the main focus was, is my opinions on that. So the last speaker and get some some 

person who does a radish. Okay, it's yours truly gave this speech first and wanted to save it to 

last for us to finish up. Hopefully, we've got enough time for the last track, if which we can get it 

in, there will be rich web and Let It Rain, which goes for 3 minutes and 16 seconds, which if we 

can get through to the end of this speech, you know, 

 

Of time. We'll play a bit of, but we'll take it out with yours, truly talking and I'll get all these 

speeches up onto the web somewhere in the next couple of days. Also want to mention the 

queering. The air program will have more discussion about the rally and extracts from these 

fabulous speeches later on in the afternoon at 3, p.m. after freedom of species and then 

rotations. So I'll take it out today with as I say, my own speech deliberately left to last for lots of 

reasons. 

 

But most of all hang in there trans people. I'm firmly believing the tide is turning. I'm talking to 

lots of people, your proverbial average citizens. Also, lots of older women who, perhaps, may 

have been not fully understanding the issues and may have been not my word, a bit, you know, 

sort of thinking, you know, Turkish, but who are now realizing that it's wrong. And I think we're 

going to get with this is a turning point. And I like my talk, we'll talk about what we need. 

 

Need to do politically to turn that Turning Point into positives. So I'll take it out today with my 

own speech. Thanks for tuning in, to out of the pan on, Sally goldner, catch you next week. And 

she's also one of Melbourne's greatest by cons. 

 

And of course, they have to be technical hitched in there. Let's try it again. 

 

Hello to any Elders, past present, and emerging, hello to any First Nations people here today. 

And I acknowledge that all the lands were stolen and never seated. 

 

And I would add that whilst Melbourne is the climate diverse capital of the world and that hasn't 

deterred you from coming. We are the gender diverse, sexuality, diverse, and all around the 

verse capital of Australia. 

 

I speak today for many perspectives including the one. I was particularly asked being a trans 

person of Jewish background. So back to Long, 

 

And look, I'm to life and to next week's Happy Passover. 

 



Seriously, that's three of my four. Grandparents. Thankfully had the foresight to leave 

Continental Europe in the late 1920s and early 1930s and head to safer places. All ending up 

here on this big island. I'm not all migrants and refugees here today including queer trans and 

people of color all parts of my identity and the total person I am. 

 

Including but not limited to trans by plus and neurodivergent, and wrestling pan. It is 

WrestleMania on Sunday and Monday after all. Hell, yeah, help. Find my speech today more. 

As my grandparents made the sacrifices to leave the land of their birth for a reason. They 

wanted future generations of our family to live safely happily and 

 

All of our potential, maybe I felt the events of two weeks ago in My DNA handed down from two 

generations back. Even if I wasn't physically at the events, not far from here, read the scenes. I 

saw. I felt like how others shock, disbelief, and anger all the emotions we have all felt over the 

last two weeks are valid. I have chosen since to channel those emotions into action and also 

take 

 

A call to action trans people need more people in the broader community of cisgender. People 

not just to be allies to trans but to make sure they talk to other system to people and strengthen 

our lives. Your overall while still always been Guided, by trans people, 

 

Trans people are resilient at awesome. I sometimes call this day trans awesomeness, take all 

the same. We cannot carry the load ourselves and nor should we be asked to do so? I think the 

Allied who've acted to support me and other trans people. I think the Victorian State politicians 

who have spoken up after 

 

The vents have a, we do need. More Australians to write to prime minister, Anthony Albanese 

e&ih him to take Swift concrete actions. 

 

What's in the message to prime? Minister Albanese e-statements, plans and Marching In Mardi, 

Gras. And by the way, please wear something a little more sparkly next time. Thank you. Those 

are good. Symbolic starting points, but will not embed, the ongoing substantive change needed 

for Trans and people and families to achieve full equality. 

 

The first step I call for is a national Trend and gender diverse advisory committee group that has 

direct access to Federal cabinet. I had to add to this. But yesterday, I received a letter regarding 

my concerns about Medicare reform studying. And I, quote, the Department of Health and aged 

care is currently Consulting, with the Australian Society of plastic, surgeons, and other relevant, 

clinical quality. 



 

No mention of Consulting with trans people. 

 

We feel immensely frustrated that we have been spoken about spoken for or being abandoned. 

We are part of Australian society and Community. We need that direct voice into government. 

So, all trans and gender diverse people on this big island and surrounding smaller ones with a 

city or rural, or any intersection can move faster towards the equality that is out Birthright. 

 

My conclusion and the trance. 

 

I said wrestling was a part of me. He's a word from the two philosophers of that genre me, and 

all of my communities will achieve what we want in our lives. And if I bunch of candy, Esther 

Bronies in cracks unhex, think they're gonna stop us, then they can check right into the pig. 

White and blue Smackdown Hotel. Thank you. Dwayne, The Rock. 

 

Clemson. And on this side, Trend started visibility 2023 from my hero, Stone, Cold, Steve 

Austin. 

 

I say that like our siblings in New Zealand, we did so well, Trenton l-like 3:16 Says, we're gonna 

whip your ass. 


